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DISCLOSURES AND DEFINITIONS PLEASE READ CAREFULLY 
 

Though lengthy, this report contains NO items identified as a Material Defect. A material defect is an issue with 

a system or component of the property that may have a significant, adverse impact on the value of the property, 

or that poses an unreasonable risk to people. The remainder are items that need maintenance, repair, or 

replacement. Many of these are easily and inexpensively corrected. 
 

What really matters in a home inspection? The process can be stressful. A home inspection is supposed to give you reassurance but 

often has the opposite effect. You will be asked to absorb a lot of information in a short time. This often includes a written report, 

checklist, photographs, and what the inspector himself says during the inspection. All this combined with the seller's disclosure and 

what you notice yourself makes the experience even more overwhelming. When all the defects, from the most minor to the (hopefully) 

very few serious ones, are accumulated in one report, it can seem like there is a lot wrong! This is normal with nearly every home 

inspection. What should you do? Relax. Most of your inspection will be maintenance recommendations, life expectancies and minor 

imperfections. These are nice to know about. The issues that really matter will fall into four categories:  

 

1. Major defects such as: 

a. Significant structural failures like a failing foundation or roof 

2. Things that may lead to major defects such as: 

a. A small water leak coming from a piece of roof flashing  

3. Things that may hinder your ability to finance, legally occupy or insure the home such as: 

a. Structural damage caused by termite infestation 

b. Environmental hazards like lead paint or asbestos  

4. Safety hazards such as: 

a. Non-GFCI outlets near water sources in kitchens, bathrooms, and laundry rooms 

b. Absence of smoke detectors 

 

Anything in these categories should be corrected. Often a serious problem can be corrected inexpensively to protect both life and 

property, especially in categories 2 and 4. Most sellers are honest and are often surprised to learn of defects uncovered during an 

inspection. Realize that sellers are under no obligation to repair everything mentioned in the report. Keep things in perspective. Like a 

used car, no home is perfect; they all have scratches, dings, and normal wear and tear. Do not kill your deal over things that do not 

matter. It is inappropriate to demand that a seller address deferred maintenance, conditions already listed on the seller's disclosure, or 

nit-picky items. 

 

An inspection is intended to assist in the evaluation of the overall condition of a home. An earnest effort was made on your behalf to 

discover visible deficiencies. The opinions expressed in this report are based on observations of the visible and apparent condition of 

the building and its components on the date of the inspection and not a prediction of future conditions. Hidden or concealed defects 

cannot be included. Photographs have been included in the inspection report to help you to understand what was observed during the 

inspection. When describing defects, photos are intended to show an example of a defect, but may not show every occurrence of the 

defect. When correcting these problems, you should have a qualified specialist carefully check for all similar occurrences. No 

destructive testing or dismantling of components is performed. Not all defects will be identified during this inspection. Unexpected 

repairs should be anticipated. In accordance with industry standards, the inspection is limited to only those surfaces that are exposed 

and readily accessible. The Inspector does not move furniture, lift floor-covering materials, or remove or rearrange items within 

closets or on shelving. If the residence was furnished at the time of the inspection, portions of the interior may have been hidden by 

the occupant's belongings or access to some areas blocked. This report will advise you of any areas in, on, or around the home that are 

normally inspected, but were not accessible on the date of the inspection. On your final walk through, or at some point after furniture 

and personal belongings have been removed, it is important that you inspect the interior portions of the residence that were concealed 

or otherwise inaccessible at the time of the inspection. 

  

This report is not valid without a signed pre-inspection agreement. The results of this home inspection are not intended to make any 

representation regarding latent or concealed defects that may exist and are not reasonably ascertainable in a competently performed 

home inspection. No warranty or guaranty is expressed or implied by this report. This home inspection report is not to be construed as 

an appraisal and may not be used as such for any purpose. This report should not be your only consideration when determining the 

advisability or inadvisability of the purchase of the inspected property. 

 

This report does not include inspection for wood destroying insects, mold, lead or asbestos. If the inspector observes anything that, in 

his opinion, he considers possible evidence of these items, this report will advise you to consult a qualified expert for further in-depth 

examination. 

 

If the home was built before 1978, there is a good chance it has lead-based paint. In 1978, the federal government banned consumer 

uses of lead-containing paint, but some states banned it even earlier. Lead from paint, including lead-contaminated dust, is one of the 



most common causes of lead poisoning. For more information, please go to: https://www.epa.gov/lead/protect-your-family-exposures-

lead.  

 

Many homes built before 1980 contain asbestos in old floor tiles, ceiling tiles, roof shingles and flashing, siding, insulation (around 

boilers, ducts, pipes, sheeting, fireplaces), pipe cement, and joint compound used on seams between pieces of sheetrock. Some newer 

houses may also contain asbestos. Some homes may also contain vermiculite attic insulation contaminated with asbestos. For more 

information please go to: https://www.epa.gov/asbestos 

 

Because your home inspector is not a licensed structural engineer or other professional whose license authorizes the rendering of an 

opinion as to the structural integrity of a building or its component parts, you may be advised to seek a professional opinion as to any 

defects or concerns mentioned in this report. Any recommendations by the inspector to repair or replace suggests a second opinion or 

further inspection by a qualified contractor. All comments by the inspector, and all costs associated with further inspection fees and 

repair or replacement of item, component or unit should be considered before you purchase the property. 

 

For your safety and liability, all repairs should be done by a qualified and licensed trade or professional, example: Licensed General 

Contractor and/or Electrician. We strongly recommend that you obtain at least two written estimates for cost of repairs from a 

contractor/tradesman specializing in their field. We also recommend obtaining a copy of all receipts, warranties and permits for the 

work done. Tres Pinos Home Inspection, LLC recommends that the professional making any repairs inspect the property further, in 

order to discover and repair related problems that were not identified in the report. We recommend that all repairs, corrections and 

cost estimates be completed and documented prior to closing or purchasing the property. Feel free to hire other professionals to 

inspect the property prior to closing, including Qualified HVAC, Plumbing, Electrical, Engineering and Roofing Contractors. 

 

The General Home Inspection is not a building code-compliance inspection, but a visual inspection for safety and system defects. The 

Inspection Report may comment on and identify as problems, systems, components and/or conditions which may violate building 

codes, but although safety defects and building code violations may coincide at the time of the inspection, confirmation of compliance 

with any building code or identification of any building code violation is not the goal of this Inspection Report and lies beyond the 

scope of the General Home Inspection. 

 

This report is the exclusive property of Tres Pinos Home Inspection, LLC and the client whose name appears on it. This report may 

not be shared or distributed to any third party without the expressed written consent of Tres Pinos Home Inspection, LLC and the 

client whose name appears on this report. Its use by any unauthorized persons is strictly prohibited. The observations and opinions 

expressed within this report are those of Tres Pinos Home Inspection LLC and supersede any alleged verbal comments. We inspect all 

of the systems, components, and conditions described in accordance with the Standards Of Practice set forth by the International 

Association of Certified Home Inspectors (InterNACHI), and those that we do not inspect are clearly disclaimed in the contract and/or 

in the aforementioned standards. The Standards contain certain and very important limitations, exceptions, and exclusions to the 

inspection.  

 

Definitions 

 
NOTE: All definitions listed below refer to the property or item listed as inspected on this report at the time of inspection 

 

Acceptable: Functional with no obvious signs of defect other than cosmetic. Observed and glaring cosmetic defects will be noted. 

 

Not Present: An item that should be, or normally is present, is not present or was not found. 

 

Not Inspected: Item was unable to be inspected for safety reasons or due to lack of power, inaccessible, or disconnected at time of 

inspection. 

 

Material Defect: A specific issue with a system or component of the property that may have a significant, adverse impact on the value 

of the property, or that poses an unreasonable risk to people 

 

Attention Needed: Item needs maintenance, repair, or replacement. 

 

Life Safety Hazard: An item or situation which poses an immediate or potential threat to the health and/or life of people or animals. 

Tres Pinos Home Inspection, LLC HIGHLY recommends the item or situation be corrected immediately or as soon as possible. 

https://www.epa.gov/lead/protect-your-family-exposures-lead
https://www.epa.gov/lead/protect-your-family-exposures-lead
https://www.epa.gov/asbestos
https://www.nachi.org/sop.htm
https://www.nachi.org/
https://www.nachi.org/


 Attention Needed Summary
This summary is not the entire report. The complete report may include additional information of concern to the client. It is 
recommended that the client read the complete report. 

Roof 

Channel has 
formed here from 

runoff 

1.  Gutters: No gutters installed -  The home would benefit by the 
installation of gutters, downspouts, and extensions. The 
recommended practice it to divert runoff 6 - 10 feet away from the 
home to prevent splashing and staining of the stucco. More 
importantly it keeps water away from the foundation. Runoff has 
created a channel under the southeast bedroom window that 
keeps the water against the home.  

Garage/Carport 

2.  Attached Garage Smoke Detector: None -  This is not a home defect, just a recommendation: 
Garage fires tend to spread farther and cause more injuries and dollar loss per fire than fires that start in all 
other areas of the home. Smoke alarms are not required, or designed for use, in garages. 
Some environments, like those found in garages, can cause smoke alarms to sound due to changes in 
temperature and humidity, as well as dust, fumes and insects. Heat alarms are virtually unaffected by these 
adverse conditions; smoke alarms are not. Heat alarms (detectors) are designed to respond to fire, not smoke. 
While smoke alarms get most of the attention, heat alarms are another useful part of any home fire detection 
system. 
The installation of heat alarms in attics, furnace rooms or garages is recommended, since these locations 
occasionally experience conditions that can result in improper operation of smoke alarms. Heat Alarms are 
designed to alarm when presented with a certain temperature at the alarm. They will not react to smoke and 
should not be used to replace smoke alarms, but as a supplement to a complete smoke alarm system. 
Heat alarms sell for around $20 - $30. 
For more information go to: https://www.usfa.fema.gov/prevention/outreach/garage_fires.html 

Electrical 

3.  CO Detector None -  This is not a home defect, just a recommendation: 
Often called the invisible killer, carbon monoxide is an odorless, colorless gas created when fuels (such as 
gasoline, wood, coal, natural gas, propane, oil, and methane) burn incompletely. In the home, heating and 
cooking equipment that burn fuel are potential sources of carbon monoxide. Vehicles or generators running in 
an attached garage can also produce dangerous levels of carbon monoxide. 
Tres Pinos Home Inspection highly recommends installation of CO detectors in the home. 
For more information go to: 
https://www.nfpa.org/Public-Education/By-topic/Fire-and-life-safety-equipment/Carbon-monoxide 
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 Attention Needed Summary (Continued) Attention Needed Summary (Continued)
Heating System 

4.  Garage Heating System Sediment trap None -  Sediment traps are installed to help prevent sediment in the gas 
piping from getting into the gas valve or burner area of an appliance and fouling things up. Absence of a 
sediment trap is not a big deal but one can be easily and inexpensively added. Work should be performed by a 
licensed plumbing contractor. 

No sediment trap 
installed 

Sediment trap on 
water heater 

Plumbing 

5.  Main Water Shutoff: At meter -  The water meter sits in a low spot and fills with runoff water and mud. The 
shutoff valve is not accessible due to the mud. This should be rectified so that in the case of a leak in the home 
the water can be turned off quickly. 
 
With all faucets and sources of water use turned off in the home, I observed zero movement in the meter. This 
indicates there are no leaks on the home side of the meter. 

Water meter box 
is full of mud 

Flow meter was 
not turning (good) 

6.  Garage Water Heater Water Heater Operation: Functional at time of inspection -  The plastic around the hot 
and cold water pipes on the top of the heater is slightly melted. This indicates there is at least an occasional 
back-draft condition and is not uncommon to find. I recommend evaluation by a licensed plumbing contractor. 
This website provides very good information on backdrafting and how to fix it: 
https://structuretech1.com/water-heater-backdrafting-signs/ 
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 Plumbing (Continued)
Water Heater Operation: (continued)

Plastic is melted Plastic is melted 

Bathroom 

7.  Main Bathroom Tub/Surround: Porcelain tub and ceramic tile surround -  A few small gaps were observed in the 
tile grout and should be sealed to prevent water getting behind the tiles and causing damage. These can be 
easily sealed at very little cost. 
 
I was unable to get the tub stopper to work. 

Grout 
needed 

Grout needed 
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 Bathroom (Continued)
Tub/Surround: (continued)

Grout needed 
Stopper does not 
work 

8.  Main Bathroom Toilets: Eljer low flow -  The moisture meter 
registered up to 36% around the toilet base. It should be zero. 
This indicates the wax ring is not sealed and should be replaced. 
Eventually it will worsen and possible allow black water onto the 
bathroom floor. It could also seep under the floor tile and cause 
them to loosen. This is an easy and inexpensive job but should be 
left up to a licensed plumbing contractor. 

9.  Master bedroom Bathroom Tub/Surround: Fiberglass tub and ceramic tile surround -  A few small gaps were 
observed in the tile grout and should be sealed to prevent water getting behind the tiles and causing damage. 
These can be easily sealed at very little cost. 

Grout needed Grout needed 
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 Bathroom (Continued)
Tub/Surround: (continued)

Grout needed 

10.  Master bedroom Bathroom Shower/Surround: Fiberglass pan and ceramic tile surround -  A few small gaps 
were observed in the tile grout and should be sealed to prevent water getting behind the tiles and causing 
damage. These can be easily sealed at very little cost. 
 
The shower head has a leak. 

Grout needed Grout needed 

Shower head leaks 
here 

Tres Pinos Home Inspection
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 Attention Needed Summary (Continued)
11.  Master bedroom Bathroom Toilets: Eljer low flow -  The moisture 

meter also registered up to 36% around this toilet base. It should 
be zero. This indicates the wax ring is not sealed and should be 
replaced. Eventually it will worsen and possible allow black water 
onto the bathroom floor. It could also seep under the floor tile and 
cause them to loosen. This is an easy and inexpensive job but 
should be left up to a licensed plumbing contractor. 

Kitchen 

Empty hopper 

Arm is in the "Off" 
position 

12.  Main Kitchen Refrigerator: Whirlpool -  The ice maker seemed to 
run, but there is no ice in the hopper. The control arm was in the 
"Off" position. 

No power 13.  Main Kitchen Electrical: 110 VAC lighting circuits and GFCI 
receptacles -  The top left outlet under the sink does not have 
power. 

Tres Pinos Home Inspection
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 Attention Needed Summary (Continued) Attention Needed Summary (Continued)

Drapes 
are 

damaged 

14.  Main Kitchen Other: Drapes -  The drapes on the patio door out of the 
kitchen are damaged. 

Living Space 

15.  Living Room Living Space Other items Window coverings -  There are no blinds on the living room windows. 
Several sets of blinds were found in the hall closet. 

No blinds 
installed 

Blinds in 
hall 

closet 
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 Attention Needed Summary (Continued) Attention Needed Summary (Continued)

Carpet stains 

16.  Living Room Living Space Other items Carpet -  Two carpet stains 
were noted on the south side of the living room. 

Laundry Room/Area 

17.  Between kitchen and garage Laundry Room/Area Dryer Vent: Plastic flex -  Plastic vent pipe is not as safe for 
use on dryers as a rigid sheet metal pipe. Exhaust from a clothes dryer can be very hot. Repeated heat 
exposure to paper-thin plastic can be a significant fire hazard. Plastic dryer ducts become brittle after years of 
use and eventually, they crack, fall apart, allow lent to blow behind and under the dryer creating a fire hazard. 
Corrugated dryer exhaust ducts, whether they are plastic or metal, tend to collect lint. As lint accumulates, the 
inside dimension of the duct becomes smaller, and this creates resistance to airflow, causing the clothes dryer 
to overheat. Once again creating a fire hazard due to a substandard vent duct. 
 
I recommend a 4-inch diameter, smooth, sheet metal exhaust duct that terminates on the outside of the 
building. The fittings should be secured with tape rather than screws because screws on the inside of a dryer 
duct can collect lint and eventually cause blockage. 
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 Definitions
NOTE: All definitions listed below refer to the property or item listed as inspected on this report at the time of inspection 

Acceptable Functional with no obvious signs of defect other than cosmetic. Observed and glaring cosmetic defects will be 
noted. 

Not Present An item that should be, or normally is present, is not present or was not found. 
Not Inspected Item was unable to be inspected for safety reasons or due to lack of power, inaccessible, or disconnected at 

time of inspection. 
Material Defect A specific issue with a system or component of the property that may have a significant, adverse impact on 

the value of the property, or that poses an unreasonable risk to people.  
Attention Needed Item needs maintenance, repair, or replacement.  
Life Safety Hazard An item or situation which poses an immediate or potential threat to the health and/or life of people or 

animals. Tres Pinos Home Inspection, LLC HIGHLY recommends the item or situation be corrected 
immediately or as soon as possible. 

 General Information
Property Information 

Property Address: 345 Somewhere St 
City: Edgewood State: New Mexico Zip: 87015 

Client Information 

Client Name: John and Mary Smith 
E-Mail: johnandmarysmith@oeo4my.com 

Inspection Company 

Inspector Name  Allan Youberg 
Company Name  Tres Pinos Home Inspection 
Tres Pinos Home Inspection, LLC 
25 Morning View Ln 
Edgewood, NM 87015 
Phone 505-250-3189 
File Number 20180802 345 Somewhere St 
Amount Received $319.13 

Conditions 

Others Present: None 
Property is Vacant 
Estimated Age: 17 years - built 2001 
Square Footage 1803 
Entrance faces: East 
Inspection Date: 07/21/2018 
Start Time: 8:50 AM End Time: 11:40 AM 
Electric On Yes 
Gas/Oil On Yes 
Water On   Yes 
Temperature 72 F 
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 General Information (Continued)
Weather High thin clouds Soil Conditions Damp 
Space Below Grade None 
Building Type Single family Garage Attached double 
Sewage Disposal Septic How Verified Inspector observation 
Water Source City How Verified Inspector observation 
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 Lots and Grounds
1. Acceptable Driveway: Gravel with concrete pad in front of 

garage -  Driveway has a few normal cracks 

2. Acceptable Walks: Concrete 
3. Acceptable Porch: Concrete 
4. Acceptable Patio: Concrete 
5. Acceptable Grading: Flat 
6. Acceptable Vegetation: Trees, shrubs, and vegetation near the house do not appear to present any 

potential problems to the home or foundation. 

 Exterior
 Entire home Exterior Surface  
1. Acceptable Type: Stucco 
2. Acceptable Trim: Wood 

Very 
small and 
minor 
touchup 
needed 

3. Acceptable Soffits: Composite material -  One very small and minor 
spot was found to need a little touchup paint. 
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 Exterior (Continued)

Very small and 
minor touchup 
needed 

4. Acceptable Fascia: Composite material -  One very small 
and minor spot was found to need a little 
touchup paint. 

5. Acceptable Entry Doors: Solid wood -  There is no screen door on the front door or the back door out of 
the garage. 

6. Acceptable Patio Door: Metal sliding 
7. Acceptable Windows: Vinyl double pane 
8. Acceptable Window Screens: Vinyl mesh 

Cover is broken 

9. Acceptable Exterior Lighting: Surface mount -  Minor 
damage was observed to the motion detector 
light near the back door out of the garage. 

10. Acceptable Exterior Electric Outlets: 110 VAC GFCI 
11. Acceptable Hose Bibs: Frost proof hose bibs appear to installed front and back. 
12. Acceptable Gas Meter: Front of house 
13. Acceptable Main Gas Valve: Located at gas meter 
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 Roof
 Entire home Roof Surface  
1. Method of Inspection: On roof 
2. Acceptable Unable to Inspect: 0% - Entire System inspected 
3. Acceptable Material: Metal 
4. Type: Hip and valley 
5. Age, if known, or relative condition: Construction permits or receipts are the only ways to accurately determine 

the age of a roof. The seller's disclosure is the next best option.  Because a number of conditions can make a 
roof age faster or slower than average, an age estimate will be a rough estimate at best. I believe it makes 
more sense to report the roof's current condition. The roof is in very good condition. The workmanship was 
very good. I observed no screws that have loosened. I found only one very tiny spot near the northeast corner 
of the roof where a bit of sealant is needed. 

Very small hole needs 
to be sealed 

Small gap located 
here 

6. Acceptable Flashing: Preformed metal 
7. Acceptable Valleys: Preformed metal 
8. Acceptable Plumbing Vents: Galvanized and ABS -  All vents appeared to be well sealed. 
9. Acceptable Electrical Mast: Electric supply is underground so there is no mast 

Channel has 
formed here from 

runoff 

10. Attention Needed Gutters: No gutters installed -  The home would 
benefit by the installation of gutters, 
downspouts, and extensions. The recommended 
practice it to divert runoff 6 - 10 feet away from 
the home to prevent splashing and staining of 
the stucco. More importantly it keeps water 
away from the foundation. Runoff has created a 
channel under the southeast bedroom window 
that keeps the water against the home.  
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 Garage/Carport
 Attached Garage  
1. Type of Structure: Attached Car Spaces: 2 
2. Acceptable Garage Doors: Insulated aluminum 
3. Acceptable Door Operation: Mechanized 
4. Acceptable Door Opener: Lift Master -  Light beam and reverse safety systems were tested and found 

to be working properly. 
5. Acceptable Service Doors: Fire rated 
6. Acceptable Ceiling: Textured, painted drywall 
7. Acceptable Walls: Textured, painted drywall 
8. Acceptable Floor/Foundation: Poured concrete 
9. Acceptable Electrical: 110 VAC lighting circuits and GFCI receptacles 

10. Attention Needed Smoke Detector: None -  This is not a home defect, just a recommendation: 
Garage fires tend to spread farther and cause more injuries and dollar loss per fire than fires 
that start in all other areas of the home. Smoke alarms are not required, or designed for 
use, in garages. 
Some environments, like those found in garages, can cause smoke alarms to sound due to 
changes in temperature and humidity, as well as dust, fumes and insects. Heat alarms are 
virtually unaffected by these adverse conditions; smoke alarms are not. Heat alarms 
(detectors) are designed to respond to fire, not smoke. While smoke alarms get most of the 
attention, heat alarms are another useful part of any home fire detection system. 
The installation of heat alarms in attics, furnace rooms or garages is recommended, since 
these locations occasionally experience conditions that can result in improper operation of 
smoke alarms. Heat Alarms are designed to alarm when presented with a certain 
temperature at the alarm. They will not react to smoke and should not be used to replace 
smoke alarms, but as a supplement to a complete smoke alarm system. 
Heat alarms sell for around $20 - $30. 
For more information go to: 
https://www.usfa.fema.gov/prevention/outreach/garage_fires.html 

 Electrical
1. Service Size Amps: 150 Volts: 110-240 VAC 
2. Acceptable Service: Copper 
3. Acceptable 120 VAC Branch Circuits: Copper 
4. Acceptable 240 VAC Branch Circuits: Copper 
5. Acceptable Conductor Type: Romex 
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 Electrical (Continued)

Ground wire 

Panel ground 
screw 

6. Acceptable Ground: Underground electric supply. Ground 
not visible. Ground wire is visible in the power 
panel. Many methods of connecting the ground 
wire to the ground itself are used, including a 
metal rod in the ground and attaching to a 
water pipe. With underground electrical service 
it is normally attached to the conduit and is not 
visible. The terminus (where it attaches to the 
ground) was not observed. 

7. Acceptable Smoke Detectors: Hard wired 
8. Attention Needed CO Detector None -  This is not a home defect, just a recommendation: 

Often called the invisible killer, carbon monoxide is an odorless, colorless gas created when 
fuels (such as gasoline, wood, coal, natural gas, propane, oil, and methane) burn 
incompletely. In the home, heating and cooking equipment that burn fuel are potential 
sources of carbon monoxide. Vehicles or generators running in an attached garage can also 
produce dangerous levels of carbon monoxide. 
Tres Pinos Home Inspection highly recommends installation of CO detectors in the home. 
For more information go to: 
https://www.nfpa.org/Public-Education/By-topic/Fire-and-life-safety-equipment/Carbon-mon
xide

 Garage Electric Panel  
9. Acceptable Manufacturer: Homeline -  Panel is well organized and all 

breakers labeled. 
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 Electrical (Continued)

150 Amp main 
breaker 

10. Acceptable Main Breaker Size: 150 Amps 

11. Acceptable Breakers: Copper/Aluminum (rated for either) 

GFCI breaker 

12. Acceptable GFCI Breakers: According to panel label, the 
GFCI breaker is for the kitchen island. 

 Structure
1. Acceptable Structure Type: Wood frame 
2. Acceptable Foundation: This home is on a poured slab so the foundation can not be observed. 

2 x 4 trusses 3. Acceptable Joists/Trusses: 2x4 

4. Acceptable Floor/Slab: Poured slab 
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 Attic
 Main Attic  
1. Method of Inspection: In the attic 

Narrow access 2. Acceptable Unable to Inspect: 65% -  Only the portion of 
the attic over the garage and the far south 
portion of the home was accessible. The picture 
is from over the garage and show that access to 
the northern portion is not possible due to a 
very small opening. 

2 x 4 trusses 3. Acceptable Roof Framing: 2x4 Truss 

4. Acceptable Sheathing: Dimensional wood 
5. Acceptable Ventilation: Gable and soffit vents 
6. Acceptable Insulation: Fiberglass 

6-8 inches of 
insulation 

7. Acceptable Insulation Depth: Approx 6-8 inches 

8. Acceptable Moisture Penetration:  No moisture penetration observed 
9. Not Inspected Bathroom Fan Venting: Not observable do to no access in attic -  Bathroom exhaust fans 

should be vented out through the roof. Venting into the attic introduces moisture into the 
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 Attic (Continued)
Bathroom Fan Venting: (continued)

attic which is undesirable. I did not observe vents on the roof in the areas over the 
bathrooms or laundry room, so it appears the exhaust fans vent into the attic. 

 Air Conditioning
 Surface mounted Master Cool evaporative AC on the rear of the home. AC System  
1. Acceptable A/C System Operation: Air conditioner was functioning well and and is in very good 

condition. There are two small portions of the cooler pad that are not getting wet. This will 
have a very small effect on the cooling capacity and should be easily rectified with minor 
cleaning or adjustment. Otherwise, the cooler is in very good condition. 
 
The IR image is representative of the air temperature coming out of the ceiling vents with 
the AC running. In this image it was 65.3 F. 

Dry spot on pad 

Interior of cooler 
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 Air Conditioning (Continued)
2. Manufacturer: Master Cool 

3. Model Number: ASA71 Serial Number: YC1280171 
4. Fuel Type 220-240 VAC 
5. Area Served: Entire home Approximate Age: 5-1/2 years, manufactured Jan. 2013 
6. Acceptable Electrical Disconnect: None - circuit breaker in power panel 
7. Acceptable Blower Fan: Belt drive 
8. Acceptable Thermostats: Off / Pump Only / High Cool / Low Cool / High Vent / Low Vent 

 Heating System
 Garage Heating System  
1. Type of system Natural gas forced air 
2. Acceptable Heating System Operation: Functional at time of inspection 

-  The IR image is representative of the air temperature 
coming out of the ceiling vents a few minutes after the 
heater was turned on. In this image the air temperature 
was 86.9 F. 

3. Manufacturer: Heil 
4. Area Served: Whole building Approximate Age: 17 years - manufactured Dec 2001 
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 Heating System (Continued)

A little cleaning 
needed 

5. Acceptable Burner(s) 5 -  Burners are a bit dusty and could 
use a little cleaning, but they burn with a nice 
blue flame. 

6. Acceptable Heat Exchanger Not visible without disassembly 

Dirty filter 

7. Acceptable Blower Fan/Filter: Direct drive with disposable filter -  Filter 
is a little dirty. 

8. Acceptable Distribution: Ceiling ducts 
9. Acceptable Circulator: Ceiling fans 

10. Acceptable Flue Pipe: Double wall 
11. Acceptable Thermostats: Programmable 
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 Heating System (Continued)
12. Attention Needed Sediment trap None -  Sediment traps are installed to help prevent sediment in the gas 

piping from getting into the gas valve or burner area of an appliance and fouling things up. 
Absence of a sediment trap is not a big deal but one can be easily and inexpensively added. 
Work should be performed by a licensed plumbing contractor. 

No sediment trap 
installed 

Sediment trap on 
water heater 

 Plumbing
1. Acceptable Service Line: Not observable 
2. Attention Needed Main Water Shutoff: At meter -  The water meter sits in a low spot and fills with runoff 

water and mud. The shutoff valve is not accessible due to the mud. This should be rectified 
so that in the case of a leak in the home the water can be turned off quickly. 
 
With all faucets and sources of water use turned off in the home, I observed zero movement 
in the meter. This indicates there are no leaks on the home side of the meter. 
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 Plumbing (Continued)
Main Water Shutoff: (continued)

Water meter box 
is full of mud 

Flow meter was 
not turning (good) 

3. Acceptable Water Lines: Copper 
4. Acceptable Drain Pipes: PVC 
5. Acceptable Vent Pipes: ABS 
6. Acceptable Gas Service Lines: Cast iron 

 Garage Water Heater  
7. Type: Natural gas 
8. Capacity 50 Gal. 
9. Attention Needed Water Heater Operation: Functional at time of inspection -  The plastic around the hot and 

cold water pipes on the top of the heater is slightly melted. This indicates there is at least 
an occasional back-draft condition and is not uncommon to find. I recommend evaluation by 
a licensed plumbing contractor. 
This website provides very good information on backdrafting and how to fix it: 
https://structuretech1.com/water-heater-backdrafting-signs/ 
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 Plumbing (Continued)
Water Heater Operation: (continued)

Plastic is melted 

Plastic is melted 

10. Manufacturer: GE 
11. Model Number: SG50T12AVH00 Serial Number: GELN0707V14593 
12. Acceptable Water heater TPR valve: Correctly placed and plumbed 
13. Approximate age 11 years - manufactured July 2007 
14. Area Served Entire home 
15. Acceptable Flue Pipe: Single wall 
16. Acceptable Water temperature measured at kitchen sink: 127.6 -  The Consumer Product Safety 

Commission recommends that water heaters be set to a maximum temperature of 120 
degrees Fahrenheit to prevent burns. 

17. Acceptable Water pressure 70 psi 
18. Acceptable Water Flow 6.9 gallons per minute 
19. Acceptable Total Disolved Solids (TDS) measured on date of inspection =  823 -  Total Dissolved Solids 

(TDS) are the total amount of mobile charged ions, including minerals, salts or metals 
dissolved in a given volume of water, expressed in units of mg per unit volume of water 
(mg/L), also referred to as parts per million (ppm). TDS is directly related to the purity of 
water and the quality of water purification systems and affects everything that consumes, 
lives in, or uses water, whether organic or inorganic, whether for better or for worse. 
Water softeners do not reduce the TDS of hard water. All water softeners work based on a 
process of ion exchange. The harmful tendencies in the hard water are mainly due to 
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 Plumbing (Continued)
Total Disolved Solids (TDS) measured on date of inspection =  (continued)

Calcium and Magnesium ions present in the water. As water flow through the water 
softener, it will pass through a resin, bed of small plastic beads or chemical matrix that acts 
as catalyst to exchange these calcium and magnesium ions with sodium ions in salt. 
Therefore, the TDS level will remain virtually constant (there may be minor differences). 
For more information go here: http://www.tdsmeter.com/what-is 

20. Acceptable Expansion tank: Installed 

 Interior Structure
1. Acceptable Ceilings Textured and painted drywall 
2. Acceptable Walls Textured and painted drywall 
3. Acceptable Floors Carpet and tile 
4. Acceptable Doors Solid wood doors are present throughout the home 

 Bathroom
 Main Bathroom  
1. Acceptable Electrical: 110 VAC lighting circuits and GFCI receptacles 
2. Acceptable Counter/Cabinet:  Wood and ceramic tile 
3. Acceptable Sink/Basin: Porcelain 

Dry at time of 
inspection 

4. Acceptable Faucets/Traps: Chrome fixtures and PVC trap 
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 Bathroom (Continued)
5. Attention Needed Tub/Surround: Porcelain tub and ceramic tile surround -  A few small gaps were observed in 

the tile grout and should be sealed to prevent water getting behind the tiles and causing 
damage. These can be easily sealed at very little cost. 
 
I was unable to get the tub stopper to work. 

Grout 
needed 

Grout needed 

Grout needed 
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 Bathroom (Continued)
Tub/Surround: (continued)

Stopper does not 
work 

6. Acceptable Shower/Surround: In tub 
7. Attention Needed Toilets: Eljer low flow -  The moisture meter 

registered up to 36% around the toilet base. It 
should be zero. This indicates the wax ring is 
not sealed and should be replaced. Eventually it 
will worsen and possible allow black water onto 
the bathroom floor. It could also seep under the 
floor tile and cause them to loosen. This is an 
easy and inexpensive job but should be left up 
to a licensed plumbing contractor. 

8. Acceptable Exhaust Fan In ceiling 
 Master bedroom Bathroom  
9. Acceptable Electrical: 110 VAC lighting circuits and GFCI receptacles 

10. Acceptable Counter/Cabinet:  Wood and ceramic tile 
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 Bathroom (Continued)

Dry at time of 
inspection 

11. Acceptable Sink/Basin: Porcelain 

12. Acceptable Faucets/Traps: Chrome fixtures and PVC trap 
13. Attention Needed Tub/Surround: Fiberglass tub and ceramic tile surround -  A few small gaps were observed 

in the tile grout and should be sealed to prevent water getting behind the tiles and causing 
damage. These can be easily sealed at very little cost. 

Grout needed 

Grout needed 
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 Bathroom (Continued)
Tub/Surround: (continued)

Grout needed 

14. Attention Needed Shower/Surround: Fiberglass pan and ceramic tile surround -  A few small gaps were 
observed in the tile grout and should be sealed to prevent water getting behind the tiles and 
causing damage. These can be easily sealed at very little cost. 
 
The shower head has a leak. 

Grout needed 

Grout needed 
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 Bathroom (Continued)
Shower/Surround: (continued)

Shower head leaks 
here 

15. Attention Needed Toilets: Eljer low flow -  The moisture meter 
also registered up to 36% around this toilet 
base. It should be zero. This indicates the wax 
ring is not sealed and should be replaced. 
Eventually it will worsen and possible allow 
black water onto the bathroom floor. It could 
also seep under the floor tile and cause them to 
loosen. This is an easy and inexpensive job but 
should be left up to a licensed plumbing 
contractor. 

16. Acceptable Ventilation: Window 
17. Acceptable Exhaust Fan In ceiling 

 Kitchen
 Main Kitchen  
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 Kitchen (Continued)
1. Acceptable Cooking Appliances: Whirlpool electric -  All burners were working. Oven and broiler were 

also working. 

All 
burners 
working Oven 

Broiler 
2. Model Number: GY396LXGQ5 Serial Number: IM0868728 
3. Acceptable Disposal: Badger 1/3 HP 
4. Acceptable Dishwasher: Whirlpool -  A very quick run and drain was performed successfully. 
5. Model Number: DU940PWK01 Serial Number: FL5106089 
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 Kitchen (Continued)

Empty hopper 

Arm is in the "Off" 
position 

6. Attention Needed Refrigerator: Whirlpool -  The ice maker seemed 
to run, but there is no ice in the hopper. The 
control arm was in the "Off" position. 

7. Model Number: ED25PWXBW00 Serial Number: SE0414121 

Plenty of 
adjustment 
available 

8. Acceptable Refrigerator Temp: 39 F Freezer Temp: 25.5 F - 
 The FDA recommends refrigerator temperature 
at or below 40 F (4 C). The freezer temperature 
should be 0 F (-18 C). The freezer control has 
plenty of room to lower the temperature. 

9. Acceptable Microwave: Whirlpool 
10. Model Number: GT4185SKQ Serial Number: FGL4505000 
11. Acceptable Sink: Double porcelain 

No power 12. Attention Needed Electrical: 110 VAC lighting circuits and GFCI 
receptacles -  The top left outlet under the sink 
does not have power. 
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 Kitchen (Continued)

Dry at time of 
inspection 

13. Acceptable Plumbing/Fixtures: Pewter fixtures and PVC trap 

14. Acceptable Counter Tops: Ceramic tile 
15. Acceptable Cabinets: Wood 

Drapes 
are 

damaged 

16. Attention Needed Other: Drapes -  The drapes on the patio door out of the 
kitchen are damaged. 
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 Bedroom
 Southeast Bedroom  
1. Acceptable Closet: Double reach in 
2. Acceptable Electrical: 110 VAC 
3. Acceptable HVAC Source: Heating system ceiling vent 
4. Acceptable Smoke Detector: Hard wired 

 Northeast Bedroom  
5. Acceptable Closet: Double reach in 
6. Acceptable Electrical: 110 VAC outlets and lighting circuits 
7. Acceptable HVAC Source: Heating system ceiling vent 
8. Acceptable Smoke Detector: Hard wired 

 Master Bedroom  
9. Acceptable Closet: Large walk-in 

10. Acceptable Electrical: 110 VAC outlets and lighting circuits 
11. Acceptable HVAC Source: Heating system ceiling vent 
12. Acceptable Smoke Detector: Hard wired 

 Living Space
 Living Room Living Space  
1. Acceptable Electrical 110 VAC outlets and lighting circuits -  I was unable to locate an On/Off switch for 

the ceiling fan. 
2. Acceptable HVAC Source: Heating system ceiling vent 
3. Attention Needed Other items Window coverings -  There are no blinds on the living room windows. Several 

sets of blinds were found in the hall closet. 

No blinds 
installed 

Blinds in 
hall 

closet 
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 Living Space (Continued)

Carpet stains 

4. Attention Needed Other items Carpet -  Two carpet stains were 
noted on the south side of the living room. 

 Laundry Room/Area
 Between kitchen and garage Laundry Room/Area  
1. Acceptable Washer Whirlpool -  A very short fill and drain was performed and operation was normal. 
2. Acceptable Dryer Whirlpool -  Dryer was turned on for a short time and operation was normal. 
3. Acceptable Electrical: 110 VAC outlets and lighting circuits 
4. Acceptable Washer Hose Bib: Gate valves 
5. Acceptable Washer and Dryer Electrical: 110-240 VAC 
6. Attention Needed Dryer Vent: Plastic flex -  Plastic vent pipe is not as safe for use on dryers as a rigid sheet 

metal pipe. Exhaust from a clothes dryer can be very hot. Repeated heat exposure to 
paper-thin plastic can be a significant fire hazard. Plastic dryer ducts become brittle after 
years of use and eventually, they crack, fall apart, allow lent to blow behind and under the 
dryer creating a fire hazard. Corrugated dryer exhaust ducts, whether they are plastic or 
metal, tend to collect lint. As lint accumulates, the inside dimension of the duct becomes 
smaller, and this creates resistance to airflow, causing the clothes dryer to overheat. Once 
again creating a fire hazard due to a substandard vent duct. 
 
I recommend a 4-inch diameter, smooth, sheet metal exhaust duct that terminates on the 
outside of the building. The fittings should be secured with tape rather than screws because 
screws on the inside of a dryer duct can collect lint and eventually cause blockage. 

7. Acceptable Dryer Gas Line: Cast iron 
8. Acceptable Washer Drain: Wall mounted drain 
9. Acceptable Exhaust Fan In ceiling 
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